2012 Design-by-Design Juried Student Design Competition Awards

Award of Design Merit
• Blossom Bus Shelter by Maggie Ma, DES 50

• Shields Library Proposal, Cynthia Kuo and Xiaomei Zhang, DES 180A

• Auntie Belle Standard and Prototype, Candice Chang, DES 116

• Paper Garment, Yuan-yuan Song, Courtney Siperstein-Cook, Olufunmilayo Alabi, DES 170

Award of Design Achievement
• Rocking Chair, Damarys Solorzone, DES 50

• Shields Library Proposal, Shields Library Proposal, Li Guan and Nancy Mei, DES 180A

• Type in Motion Film, Minh Nguyen, DES 151/155A

• Treetops, Faye Lessler, DES 160

This competition is sponsored by the Olsen Design Award and the UC Davis Design Museum.

Thanks to the Design alumni and the Design Open House guest speakers to serve the judges for this year’s competition.